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From these data the near neutral cases were selected. The data are orga
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changes in surface roughness. 
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When 8.irlH1~ p~utral conditi()ns flqws. from one surface to· another with 
a different .to~ghi:iess, an internal hoandary layer (IBL) grows· downwind 
from the rGug~ess change~ This phenomenon has been qu~te extensively de..: . 
scribedin.litetature for shott fetches (e.g. Bradley (1968};.Panofsky (1973), 
Busfoger (1972), Peterson et at Xt9't9), Rao etal. (1974)). · · 

F()r long fetches the IBL grows unlfHt fills liP the planeta.fy bou:q.dary layer 
ad1),'.d a n~w<eq~ilibtium is es:tahiisbeil oe~ween geostrophic wind and surface • 
$tress irt·aacordance with the ge()sttophic drag laws. This part of the IBL 
,,gtoW~h h~iit~gftJ;>een as:thorougJJ!ly qescdbed as the sho!-'~ .. fetch,situatidn. 
Disou~s1Pns·0a'e pre8ented in Taylor (1969), .Jensen (1978), Hedegai:ird and· 
.Lat:s~i;i (1:~$~) ~d Lat:sen et. al (19~2). · 

.. In thls p(tpet:·>we shall. r!~~e t~ .P~oblems of neutral flow resp· ~ to chang~. 
ing rd\tghne$s e~ridition~: to a 'data set obt~ned during the> EX experi'" . 

. · tn:eP,t. ill whi~ ~eteo~ologi,cal parameters.were ·measured along four masts 
placed from the coastline to 30 km inland at the North Sea coast of Jut.land 
i:i!itf)enl!llark~ The .fk>w response will be discussed in terms of 14i close-to-: 

. rieu_traJ. S':trllset of these data and ·in terins of ·this data set comb[ned with, 
simple mo,d'els describing the change ·of wind speed when moving inland 
from the sea. · · · · 



g· 

100 km 

.~· 

· · ·. Figllite.f: M~J?s of the expetimentcl.l site. Figure la shows the overall area, 
whit~ Fig.)b g;ives a more detailed map of the site, indicating positions of 
the m,asts. fo Fig. lh m&µ geographical features are also indicated such as 
titie~·tlil~dk ~ea,s}, forests(sh~ded areas}, and heights of terrrun (20 and 

. $O:'xn•isoll.ne~}1.·Positions of the measuring masts are indicated by Ml, M2, · 
M~,)\if4;. ·. ·.· · · · . 
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Figure 2: Appearance of the meteorological masts used during the exper
iment. Figure 2a shows the mast at the shore line, mast 1, while Fig. 2b 
shows one of the inland masts, mast 4. 
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2 The experimental set-up 

The JYLEX experiment ( JYLland EXperiment) was established on the 
west coast of Jylland (the Danish name for Jutland) to study the change 
of surface layer characteristics as a function of the distance from the sea. 

Meteorological variables were measured along four masts placed from the 
shore line and up to 30 km inland. The positions of the masts are shown 
in Fig. 1. The shore-line mast Ml was a 32-m mast while the rest of the 
masts were 24 m high. Figure 2 illustrates the appearance of the shore-line 
mast and one of the inland masts. Table 1 summarizes the measurements 
conducted at each mast. 

The experiment lasted from May 1982 until June 1984 yielding 25 months 
of data. The measurements were recorded every 10 minutes. Of the data 
used here wind speed was rec9:rded as 10-min average values while wind 
direction and temperature we:re recorded as instantaneous values, although 
the response time of the instruments themselves provided some smoothing. 
The time constants of the wind vanes a:re about 20/u ( u begin wind speed 
measured in m/s) while the thermometers had time constants of around 
2 min; both values are from Mahrt and Larsen (1982) who used .the same 
instrumentation. 

In connection with change of recorder tapes (every three weeks), pho
tographs were taken of the surroundings of each mast to record the seasonal 
variation of the vegetation. 

The experiment was originally conceived as a straight line of masts reaching 
from the west coast of Jutland towards the east. It appears from Fig. 1 that 
the final set-up neither started at the shore line of the North Sea nor can 
be described a straight line. Avoiding fl.ow .. obstructing features in the near 
field around each mast had the highest priority, and the final set-up was a 
result of this. Even in this fairly flat part of Denmark, such features were 
abundant either in the form of coastal brinks, dunes and dikes at the coast 
or hills, houses and trees further inland. 
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Table 1: The JYLEX experiment. For each of the four masts are shown 
distance to the coast, height, and number of measurement levels for the 
various parameters. 

I Station l Mast 1 I Mast 2 I Mast 3 I Mast4 I 
Distance to coast [km J 0.08 1.2 4.4 30.2 
Height of mast [m} 32 24 24 24 
Wind speed 6 3 3 6 
Wind direction 2 2 2 2 
Gust wind speed 1 1 1 1 
Temperature 2 2 2 2 
Temp~rature gradient 4 2 2 4 
Relative humidity 3 1 1 3 
Precipitation 1 
Atmospheric pressure 1 1 
Incoming short-wave 1 1 
Sonfo anemometer 1 
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3 Data selection and analysis 

The present study is concerned with the change of wind speed as the air 
moves inland from the sea under near-neutral conditions, Therefore, a sub
set of data was selected according to the following criteria: 

a) Data were to be included only if the wind came from a goo westerly 
sector at mast 1. 

b) Data should be available at all four masts. 

c) Near-neutral data were ensured by demanding a wind speed larger 
than 12 m/s at the top level of mast l while at the same time the 
absolute value of the Richardson number should be less than 0.03 at 
all masts. The Richardson number used refers to 10-m height. 

The data .set selected in this way consisted of 2048 sets of profile data 
recorded simultaneously along each mast, meaning that 2 per. cent of the 
data fulfilled the above criteria. It was stratified subsequently according to 
the following criteria. 

1. Day or night 

2. Season: winter (December, January, and February 
spring (March, April, and May) 
summer (June, July, and August) 
fall (September, October, and November). 

3. Finally, the go0 direction sector was subdivided into nine 10° sectors. 

The day /night and seasonal criteria both stratified the data according to 
thermal effects that might . prevail, in ispite of the effort to epsure neutral 
conditions. Larsen and Jensen (1983) found that, for the Danish climate, 
the temperature of the water surface is 1° C eoldet than the daily average 
temperature of the air over land during spring and 1° C warmer in fall. 
However, the most important reason for introducing the seasonal criterion is 
that the roughness over land varies with season following the vegetation and 
other aspects of the surface such as snow cover and tilling of the farmland. 
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Figure 3: Layout of the nine westerly direction sectors from each mast, 
here mast 3. Also shown in the figure is how different roughness values 
are ascribed to differep.t areas for use in the model computations .. zom
values are estimated from the profile measurements, while the Zoi-values 
are estimated as described in the text. Many of the Zoi-areas in the figure 
are further subdivided into areas with different Zoi· For simplicity this is 
omitted in the figure. 
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The subdivision into 10° direction sectors was made because it allowed us 
to determine fairly well-defined fetch conditions for each mast. The appro'" 
priate wind direction sectors were determined on the basis of the measuren
ments at mast 1. However, during the strong wind conditions considered 
here it was found that all masts always showed a wind direction within the 
same 10° sector. Figure 3 illustrates the direction sectors for mast 3. 

Between the velocity Ui at mast i (i = 2,3,4) and the upstream over-water 
velocity u1 the ratios were calculated for each record at the 24~m level. 
Subsequently, the average values and standard deviations of these ratios 
were computed within each bin defined by the day/night, season and wind 
direction criteria given above. 

As said above, the upstream wind was determined from mast 1. Due to 
the presence of an approximately 100-m wide rush field in front of mast 
1, we used the 31-m wind (see Fig. 2) to estimate the over-water wind at 
the height of 24 m. This was done using Charnock's relation in conjunction 
with a logarithmic wind profile. 

u,. - K U3if ln(31/ Zow) 

Zow - cu;/g (1) 

U24 - u,. ln(24/ Zow) with c = (1.4 x 10-2) 
/'\, 

where zow is the water roughness length. Initial computations of the average 
velocity ratios within bins. showed no significant difference between night 
and day bins, lending some credibility to our neglect of thermal effects. In 
the discussion below we shall therefore consider only data stratified accord
ing to season and sectors. Within these bins the total amount of 10-min 
averaged data is summarized in Table 2. 

The distance to the water from each mast is summarized for each sector in 
Appendix A. Having determined these distances, the sector and seasonal 
averages of u;,/u 11 the corresponding standard deviations can be plotted 
versus land fetch. This is done in Fig. 4 for the winter and summer data. 

The velocity ratio is generally seen to decrease with increasing fetches. 
However, there is considerable scatter. This reflects that plotting (u.f./u1) 

versus fetch only is a strong idealization. In reality, the velocity at each 
mast reflects the upstream history of the flow, and with fow exceptions a 
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Table 2: Number of 10-min records used for estimating the sector and sea
sonal average of udu1 , in which the subscript refers to the mast number. 

Season 
Direction Sector Winter Spring Summer Fall Year 

230° 1 51 37 13 29 130 
240° 2 53 13 15 38 119 
250° 3 163 7 27 83 280 
260° 4 149 24 12 46 231 
270° 5 132 24 51 37 244 
280° 6 98 20 50 41 209 

"/-,, 

290° 7 122 51 35. 41 249 
.300° 8 55 62 113 47 277 
310° 9 12 4f? 189 .. 6~. I··. 30.9 

225°-315° 835 284 505 424 2048 

trajectory passing one mast will not pass any of the others. However, in 
the following we shall use the idealized picture at least to the extent that 
we will use the velocity at mast 1 as upstream over-water conditions for all 
masts. 

Figure 4 shows also that the standard deviation of each (udu1} increases 
with increasing fetch, This can simply be explained. hy noting that the 
correlation·between u1 and ui ftuetuations is getting smaller for the larger 
distances involved·in spite of the 10-min averaging employed. 

In F,ig. p this poi:nt is elaborated. Here, we show for eaCh mast the difference 
between the value of (ui/u;) averaged over sector 2 through S and the 
corresponding annual average i.e.' for each mast we take the difference 
between 

u· . 
(-')season 
~l 

'l.Jii I 

(-u. )year 
. 1 

1 Ui 
= -7 E ( - } season ,sector 

sector2:-8 U1 

1 Ui 
- -4 E { ~.} ,9eason 

8ecm1n U1 
(2) 
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Figure 4: The figure shows (u;,/u1), i = 2,3,4 where ui is the velocity at a 
height of 24 m at mast i and the averaging pertains to sectors and seasons. 
The ratio is plotted versus distance to the water (see Appendix A) for each 
mast. Only the ratios for winter and summer seasons are shown. The bars 
indicate the standard deviation on the estimated {u;,/u1). The figure shows 
that the winter data seem to lie above the summer data, reflecting, we 
believe, a generally higher land roughness during the summer. 
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Figure 5: Seasonal variation of(uifu1) averaged over sectors 2-8 (see (2)) for 
the different masts. The bars indicate standard deviation on sector average 
shown by overbar of {uif u1). 
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As already indicated in Fig. 4, winter data are generally high and summer 
data low while the spring and fall data are less clear. As mentioned above, 
this behaviour probably reflects a mostly vegetation-controlled variation of 
the land roughness. As a detail, we note that the winter value is below 
average for mast 2. This undoubtedly reflects the cycle of growing and 
harvesting of the 100-m rush zone in front of mast 1. This zone is harvested 
at the end of February and in the beginning of March. The rush grows to 
a height of about 2 m in late summer and remains at this height during 
winter. It is likely that this rush zone does not influence the 31-m velocity at 
mast 1 (at least not for sectors 2-8), but it certainly influences the velocity 
at mast 2, being 1 km downwind from this zone. 
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4 Medel de$eription 

For comparison with the data, we present here a simple model for describing 
the :flow response to step changes in surface toughness. 

The first part of the model is described in Hedegaarfl and Larsen (1982) 
and Larsen et al. (1982); driginally, this model cotne~ from Miyake (1965) 
and is further discussed in Partofsky (1973), Businger (1972) and Jensen 
(1978)). 

When the·flow passes a change in surl'a:ce roughness, art intern;tl boundary 
layer grows as 

oh _A· <1w(h) 
ox u(h) 

(3) 

in which h is the height of the internal boundary layer, x is the fetch 
downwind of the roughness chai'lge, while u is the meart speed• and d w the 
standard deviatfon of the vertical wind speed. T~e two last pararileters are 
described by · 

u = u~o (1n*-2'j) 

<1w/u.a - ::: (i- Ji}2 

H = u.o/f 

(4) 

in which f is the Coriolis parameter, n the von Karma.ii constant, zo. the 
roughness length, and H the scale height. Subscript 0 indicates• that .the 
parameter refers to the surface. 

Integration of Eqs. (3) and (4) yields 

.ll. ((. h ·. )' ( h).) c~ ..- 1 = -!L-.11... In .... - .. -1 . - y --. . zo· 1- 11 10 ·· ·Ii·. 
(5) 

with y (i) - t and c is a coefficient of the order one. 
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H1=u.01 /f 

I TI 
U2(Z) 

Figure 6: Growth of an internal boundary layer (IBL) in a two-dimensional 
planetary boundary layer (PBL) for smooth..,to-rough transition. In Zone I 
the IBL grows within the smooth PBL, while in Zone II h( x) is above the 
smooth PBL (Larsen et al., 1982). 

For z/H << 1, the expression for u in Eq.(4) has the usual logarithmic 
form and reduces to a one-dimensional drag law as z ---+ H. From Tennekes 
(1973) the neutral drag law can be written 

Ua - u*o(znH..,..2) 
r;, Zo 

Va - -12u*o (6) 

02 - u&+vJ 

where G is the geostrophic wind and Ua, Va its components in a coordinate 
system aligned with the surface wind. 

A transition from a smooth to a rough surface is depicted in Fig. 6. By 
matching the upstream wind profile u1(z) and the downwind profile u2(z) 
at h( x ), we obtain for h $ H1 (Zone I in Fig. 6) 
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u In .1L - 2.JL 
. *02 zo1 . H1 -.-= h h 

u 01 In- -2-* zo2 H2 

(7) 

and for h ;:::: H2 (Zone II in Fig. 6) 

(8) 

in which it is assumed that both profiles are described by equilibtium ex
pressions as Eq. (4). 

Assuming ~ -+ 0 in the above equations, we recover the surface layer 
expressions suggested by Miyake (1965), corresponding to Eqs. ( 4) and (7) 

x !: (in!: -1) c-....., 1 -
Zo zo zo 

U*02 ln.1L 
zo1 (9) - ln h U*Ol zo2 

The coefficient c in Eqs. (5) and (9) can be calibrated by comparison with 
measured stress ratios. This yields c "" 1. Here, we follow Larsen et al. 
(1982) in using c = 0.9. 

As the IBL grows, the surface wind must turn to approach the drag law, 
Eq. (6), for the new equilibrium boundary layer. In Larsen et al. (1982) this 
is suggested to be taken into account by 

. Va { -12Hif/G for h .S H1 
sma = G = · -12hf /G for H1 < h :S H2 

(10) 

With this approach the surface stress ratio in Eq. (8) is modified to 

(11) 
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lnz 

h 

u 

Figure 7: Behaviour of the velocity profile in an internal boundary layer for 
a smooth-to~rough-transition according to Jensen (1977). The outer and 
inner profiles (thin lines) are matched at z = h. The profile in equilibrium 
with the surface stress of the IBL reaches up to z = h2 (,..,,, between 1~ and 
2~ of h). The outer profile reaches down to h1 ,....., ~h. For h2 < h < h1 the 
profile is interpolated. For rough-to-smooth transition the kink reverses. 



where a 1 is the a pertaining to area one. 

So far the discussions have been concerned with the smooth to rough tran
sition. This transition.is charaotevised by a more tuxbu1ent Ig:(J" .gro-w;ing 
through a less turbu1ent planetary boundary layer. The rough to Sll£lopth 
transition, on the other hand, is characterised by a dying of the turbul~nce 
in the more turbu1ent PBL to make roolll for the growth of the less tur-

. bulent IBt. Hence", the physics is <irlHe ;<{ifferent. However, .it is fouud that 
the surface layer model,· Eq7 (9), Clescribes both types of tr~sitions quite 
well provided that the Zo-ValUe used lll the equation for h(x). is the. One 
pei;taining,to the•rougher sur£ace·i(Ptmofsky (1973), J~nsen (1~7~,,. LaJ;sen 
et .al. (1982) suggest use ofthe:saril.e1rulefor the ex.ternled modeMfl E.q. {5) 
in which both zo and H now must pertain to the1r0ugher surface-·and to 
stop the growth of h whenreaehin~ the scale height H2, that for the roll,gh 
to smooth transition.is smaller .than H1.' 

' ;,'",' ,,,, 

As formul~;~d .above, .tlte model predi~ts the streas. ratio for upstteitIU and 
downstDearil. conditions. To predict the· corresponding wind speed ratios. tbe 
equilibrium proiiles'are used, yielding·a·wind.speedratiq as 

(12) 

where the u."'ratio is given by Eqs. (7) and (11). 

However, we shall empk>y here l;}fl .i~ea J:>y ·JE;nsep (197~). Jfto,:qi comp~$on 
with experimental data :1~.x1d pwnerical. mpdel~ b;y J?eteF~()n (1972)t. T.a.3f lor 
(1969) and Rao, et al. (1974), he eon~luP.e,d that t)¥; ptq~s c~ul~ ~e. q,est 
described. by. the model shown in Fig. 7 for the sme>oth-t9-rough.tr1¥1~~t~· 
Here, the u>!! ra#o is stiIJ ,foµiyl .by 1ttJ.atehing th~ equilib;\\lm. pt°':filflts at 
z = h(x). H9wever, the o\td1er w9file i' fou.nd.to ext~nd dov\t~ to1z:: b,~ '"" 
ih(:c ), while the inqer p~A;lftle, beifl:g in equfJibt'iu:qi ~+th 1:',.02 , e»tt~~S;.:u~ ,to 
z = h2 "' O.lh(x). Between h1 and h2 we shall simply interpql!!f,te linea;"ly, 
i.e. 

(13) 

For use in situations with several rougbnest changes the abc;>ve model for
ml.llations are applied as follows (Larsen et al., 1982, Petersen and Troen, 
1986) 
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(14) 

in which ii is the distance between the point where Un is estimated and the 
locaiionofroughness change nil cbmlidering u0 ;as an equilibrium upstream 
condition. 

In the Iiext sections we shall compa:('e the JYLEX data with aspects of 
the above model construction. Therefore, it seems reasonable with a short 
diSCU$SlOn of what is· known about ite validity. 

For shoitfetches, say x < 100 m, the surface layer descriptiOn in Eq. (9) 
is known td be the most successful of all models available in describing the 
surface stress ratio (Jensen, 1978). 

The extended model Eq. (5)thrqugh Eq. (12) could be superior to the . 
surface layer model for slightlylarger fetches· as long as growth of the 
IBL remains controlled by diffusfon, because it allows for a decrease of 
the turbulence leveLwith height. Furthermore, it has the advantage that 
the stress ratiofonnally ·approaches· the value found between the two equi
librium boundary layers asthe fetch goes to infinity. However, it does not 
contain any of the physics involved when t:b.e fetches approach the Ekman · 
length G / f for which presstire and Coriolis forces will be responsible for 
the final approach .to equilibrium. The model was tested by Hedegaard and 
Larsen (1982) and Larsen·et al. (1982} on climatological data, andit was 
concluded that the model tended to approach equilibrium too slowly, btrt 
that it worked reasonably well out to fetches of the order of 30-40 km. 
However, the comparison with data was made uncertain by the uncertainty 
of estimating the surface roughness for extended a:('eas, a problem we will 
have to face also in the present paper. As far as we know, the shape of 
the profile shown in Fig. 7 has not· been .much used in connection with the 
type of model described here. However; the different numerical models with . 
second'"order turbulence closure. are all quite consistent in predicting this 
kind·of shape. . 
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5 Determination of the surface roughness 

To compare the model prediction with measurements, the roughness of the 
environment must be determined for each mast in each of the nine sectors 
considered. This involves for each sector and mast a determination of the 
distance from the mast to each roughness change as well as the values of 
relevant roughness lengths. The method is illustrated in Fig. 3, and details 
of the roughness determination are described in Appendix A in which are 
also shown the actual values used. 

The fetches to· each roughness change were determined from maps as well as 
from inspection of the area. Here, the first change in front of a mast was best 
defined because a mast was typically placed on the eastern side of a field to 
obtain a maximum homogeneous and unobstructed fetch for westerly flows. 
The roughness of this near field was also quite well determined, since it was 
found from velocity profiles of the data set to be compared with model 
predictions. 

As regards the areas further away from the masts, both fetches and rough
ness values became less well defined. We used the methods recommended in 
Jensen et al. (1984) and Petersen and Troen (1986). The actual roughness 
values were estimated from Table A5. 

The roughness values thus determined deviate in several ways from the 
near-field roughness. Since the near-field roughnesses are measured data, 
they · follow the cycles of vegetation and tilling for each particular site. 
Hence, different z0-valties are used in different seasons (see tables in Ap
pendix A). This is not so for the large-scale roughness values as deduced 
from Table A5. They generally pertain to types of terrain with a mixed 
combination of roughness elements, i.e. fields, houses, trees and hedges. 
How the roughness of such areas will vary with season, if at all, is not well
known. Later on we shall revert to the problem of comparison between data 
and model. Furthermore, the estimated roughness value does not exhibit 
a clear seasonal variation, and the annual mean values are associated with 
fairly large uncertainties (of the order of ±20 per cent ·as is obvious from 
TableA5. 

Also the upstream water roughness should be discussed. As argued in con
nection with Eq. (1) we use Charnock's relation where the coefficient cited, 

· c ""' 1.4 x 10-2 is estimated mostly from data pertaining to the open ocean, 
which obviously are different from the present upstream conditions needed 
here. Therefore, we have tested the model performance for various values 
of c, as will be discussed below. 
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6 Comparison between model and data 

The models described in Section 4 have been used to compute uif u1 for 
z = 24 m for each sector, mast and season. The computed uifu1 are com
pared with the corresponding (ui/u1) values obtained from the data set as 
discussed in the first sections of this paper. 

For the detailed comparison, we define the relative deviation as 

( Ui (Ui) ) Ui 8 = 100 · (-. }exp - - comp /{-· )exp 
U1 U1 ·· U1 

(15) 

where 8 now is defined for each of the masts 2, 3 and 4, sector and season. 

As discussed in the preceding section, the estimate of the surrounding 
roughness at each mast is associated with quite some uncertainty. There
fore, we cannot test in a strict sense the absolute validity of the model 
approaches considered. Instead we will address the following uncertainties: 

a) How will 8 change with a changing estimate of the water roughness? 

b) What is the influence on 8 when using the extended BL model rather 
than the surface layer model given by Eq. (9)? 

c) How does introduction of the kinked profile in Fig. 7 influence 8? 

As a basic model we choose the extended BL model given by Eqs. (5) and 
(6). The kinked profile is used with h1 = h/3 and h2 = h/15. The upstream 
water roughness is determined by Charnock's constant c "" 1.4 x 10-2 • 

Tables 3, 4 ahd 5 illustrate how 8 changes when we change one of the 
aspects considered under questions a) to c) in turn, keeping the other model 
characteristics as in the basic model. 

For evaluation of the results in the tables we average 8 over sectors 2-·8 
for each mast and season. (For reasons discussed in Appendix A we do not 
include sectors 1and9 in the averaging as these sectors were neglected also 
in the compilation of Fig. 5). The averaged 8 is denoted 8. 
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Table 3: The effect on b [%] in Eq. (15) of changing Charnock's constant 
in the formula for the upstream water roughness. bis the average of b over 
sectors 2-8, a is the corresponding standard deviation. 

Season bM2 aM2 bM3 aM3 SM4 aM4 c 

winter 0.9 1.2 3.1 2.0 12.8 2.8 5 x 10-3 

sprmg 2.2 1.1 5;8 2.7 0.8 2.8 
summer 2;0 1.6 4.1 4.0 -2.3 5.7 
fall 2.1 1.3 3.7 2.5 5.1 2.4 
year 1.8 4.2 5.3 
winter -0.2 0.9 0.7 2.0 10.0 2.9 1.4 x 10-2 

spring 1.4 1.1 3.7 2.9 -2.2 2.8 
summer 1.1 1.5 2.1 4.0 -1.0 5.3 
fall 1.1 1.0 1.5 2.5 2.2 2.5 
year 0.9 2.0 2.3 
winter -1.7 0.7 -2.6 1.9 6.0 3.0 4.2 x 10-2 

sprmg 0.2 1.5 0.7 3.11 -6.4 2.9 
summer -0.1 1.5 -0.8 4.0 -4.9 5.5 
fall -0.3 1.0 1.6 1.7 -1.9 4.3 
year -0.5 -1.l -1.8 

First, we ,study the influence of changing Charnock's constant. The results 
are suµimarized in Table 3. The c-value producing b close to zero for all three 
masts is seen to be between 1.4x10-2 and 4.2x 10 ... 2 around c"" 3.0 x10-2• 

This value is somewhat larger than the "normal'' value lAx 10-2 • However, 
the nearest part of the upstream conditions is either the shallow fjord or the 
coastal water (see Fig. 1 ). It is therefore not surprising to find z0 somewhat 
larger than the "open-ocean" value (see e.g. Geernaert et al., 1987). The 
value of zo found here corresponds closely to the drag coefficient values 
reported by Geerriaett et al. from measurements in the North Sea. It should 
be pointed out that changing c does change the extrapolated u1 (24 m} as 
seen from Eq. (1). This equation shows, however, that these changes are 
quite negligible. 
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Table 4: The effect on 8 [%] (Eq. (15)) of changing the value of hi, (Fig. 7). 
8 is the average of 8 over sectors 2-8, and u is the corresponding standard 
deviation. 

Season 8M2 uM2 8Ma uMa ·sM4 (JM4 hi 
: 

winter -=0.2 0.9 0.7 2.0 10.0 2.9 lh 
3 

. spring. 1.4 1.1 3.1 2.9 -2.2 2.8 
summer 1.1 1.5 2.1 4.0 -1.0 5.3. 
fall 1.1 1.0 1.5 2.5 2.2 2.4 
year :..0~9 2.0 2.3 
wi.ater rO.O p.6 0.2 1.5 .7.4 2.9 lh 
>\'' /" 2:1··· 
spti.ng 2.2 1.5 :3.2 .3.2 -5.1 2.7 : 
stipimer 2.9 1.5 1.9 3.9 -3.5 5.3 .. 

fall 2.1 0.8 1.1 2.2 -0.2 3.4 
.• 

year 1.8 1.6 -0.3 
winter 0.3 0.8 -0.2 1.3 4.9 3.0 h 
spriqg 3.1 2.1 2.8 .3.6 ...,.s.o .2.7 
summer 4.8 2.0 1.7 3.9 -.-5.8 5.2 
fall 3.1 1.2 0.8 2.1 -2.6 4.1 
year 2.8 1.2 -2.9 

Next we shall study the infiuence·on 6 of changing the heigkt, h1 , down 
to wkich tqe outer proflle·is .suJ>pos•d to d.escdbe the restJ.lting pro$ltt (see 
~ig. ,7)~.~re, ourbaS'Sc·situation:is h1 ""' h/3, and.we shall seeth$:.effectiof 
increasing this Jaeight to. h. /2 and: h, w-here the last value cotrespoiu:ls: to :the 
velocity .PrO~le .. beine;. found.just by. matching. the inner a,nd outer pro{ile 
in z ==. h. ·.rrne tesults ate shpwn:itrTa:ble 4 and as. can be 'seen, tendenq.es 
are difter~nt .~~ ·the tli:(fetent ti>.ast§. Th~ reason·is 'that the response 'to 
ch~jng lit vtrilldep~ncl on tl?.e humber ttnd ''character of the ro~gliii~~s 
chmigesexperien~ea},i the floiron its way"ti:> tlie'measuting"dlasl,:as\~'ell 
a$ of t11.c~ meilS'utth~ hei,ht. · · . , , ' " · 

Finally, we stl!lldy the. itnportance of· the model behaviour, for latge fetehes. 
Table .6 shows the result. The first case is our basic model, next is the 
sur£aee layer model described by Eq. (9) while in the last case we study 
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Table 5: The effect on 8 [%) (Eq~ (15)) of changing model behaviour for 
large fetches. 

Season 8M2 uM2 8M3 aM3 °8M4 aM4 IBL growth 

winter -0.2 0.9 0.7 2.0 10.0 2.9 h-+ H 
spring 1.4 1.1 3.1 2.9 ~2.2 2.8 as 
summer 1.1 1.5 2.1 4.0 1.0 5.3 x -+·00 

fall 1.1 1.0 1.5 2.5 2.2 2.4 
year 0.9 2.0 2.3 
winter -0.2 0.9 0.8 2.0 11.4 3.0 
spring 1.5 1.1 3.8 2.9 -0.3 2.9 h-+ 00 

summer 1.3 1.5 2.5 4.0 1.2 5.3 as 
fall 1.2 1.0 1.7 2.5 4.0 2.7 x-+ 00 

year 1.0 2.2 4.1 
winter -0.2 0.9 0.7 2.0 14.2 3.0 
spring 1.5 1.1 3.1 2.9 2.4 3.4 h=H 
summer 1.3 1.5 2.1 4.0 3.3 6.2 x;:::: 10 km 
fall 1.2 1.0 1.5 2.5 6.6 4.4 
year 1.0 2.0 6.6 

the effect of forcing the internal boundary to equilibrium of a 10-km fetch. 
The reason for this is that the two former models are unrealistic for large 
fetches. The surface layer model does not approach a new equilibrium at 
all, while this is the case for the extended model, however, the necessary 
fetches are.so long fetches that it seems unrealistic. 

The uppermost results in Table 5 pertain to the standard model, Eq. (5), 
the results in the middle refer to the surface layer model, Eq. (9). The last 
example is like our basic model for x < 10 km. For x 2::. 10 km, h is then 
forced to H = u...,./f. It appears from the table that the extended model fares 
best, however, only marginally better than the pure surface layer model. 
Given the uncertainty of the large-scale and upstream-water roughnesses, 
it is better to say that the two models perform equally well. 
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The last case, in which the IBL is forced to equilibrium by forcing h --+ H 
when x 2:: 10 km, seems to fare worst, indicating that more than 10 km is 
needed for an IBL to reach equilibrium. It is noteworthy that the a-values 
in Tables 3-5 change very little from case to case. Only 8 seems to change, 
the only exception being the last case in which not only 8 is increased, but 
to some extent also a when forcing h to H for x 2:: 10 km. Undoubtedly, this 
is due to the fact that we force an abrupt change into the model response 
when x passes 10 km. 

The seasonal variation of 8 is a common characteristic of the three tables. 
The magnitude of the variation is seen to be characteristic for each mast 
and quite independent of the different model characteristics and parameter 
values tested in the various tables. 

Part of this variability is probably due to seasonal variability in the larger,. 
scale roughness, which is not taken into account in the model computations 
and therefore will show up in 8. It appears from the tables that the seasonal 
variability of 8 is most pronounced for mast 4. In Appendix A it is shown 
that mast 4 also is the mast for which we were forced to make the most 
extensive use of terrain-based assessment of the large-scale roughness. For 
this mast it is seen from the tables that bwinter > 8 for the other seasons. 
Equation (15) suggests that this m~ght be interpreted as if the large-scale 
roughness for mast 4 is smaller quring winter than during the rest .of the 
year. This simply means that the large-scale roughness, as encountered here, 
to some extent exhibits a seasonal variation as is found in the roughness 
for the fields dose to the masts. However, the picture is not really clear as 
the table also show that the seasonal variation of 8 is opposite for masts 2 
and 3, although much weaker. 

The variation found in 8 can be related to the variation of z0 • For sim
plification we shall use the surface layer model only, neglecting the profile 
],{inks. Also, we li.mit the description to two roughnesses only, z01 pertaining 
to water and zo2 describing the land roughness. 

The modelled ratio between upstream and downstream velocity is found 
from Section 4 

u ( ) ln ..lL. ln -L 2 Z. · Z()l 2i02 

u1(z) = ln..l:L · 1n z 
zo2 zo1 

(16) 
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Based on the Eqs. (15) and (16) we can find the changes in 8 related to 
changes in zo1 and zo2 

d8 = a dzo2 _ b dzo1 
Zoz Zo1 

(17) 

.with 

ln -1Lln ...L 
zo2 zo2 

ln -1Lin ...L 
zo1 zo1 

where Rs is the experimentally determined ratio between u2 and u1 , com
pare Eq. (15). 

With average land fetches of the order of 45, 7 and 2 km for masts 4, 3, 
and 2, respectively, and with z02 ~ 20 cm and z01 ·,.._, 0.1 mm, the estimates 
ofthe a's and b's are summarizedin Table 6 for the different masts. 

From Tables 3, 4, or 5 is seen that for mast 4 the winter 8-value is about 
8% larger than for the rest of the year. Since most of the roughness between 
mast 4 and the water is large-scale roughnesses estimated from Table A5 
(see Table A4), this means through Eq. (16) that the estimated large-scale 
roughnes$ is about 80% too high during the winter season. Correspondingly 
it is seen that the winter roughnesses used for mast 2 and mast 3 are about 
30% too small if the winter 8-value should be of the same magnitude as for 
the other seasons. 

In Fig.·s we present the influence of the estimated upstream water roughness 
by plotting the yearly average values of 8 at the three masts for different 
values of Charnock's constant c. Note that the relative change in water 
roughness equals the relative cha:nge in c. 

The influence of Charnock's constant c is shown, using both the extended 
BL and the SL-model. From the figure is seen that for all three masts the 
data model comparison is internally consistent in showing that 6 "' 0 for 
c = 3.0 x 10-2 as previously noted. For the SL-model the 8-values at mast 
4 look slightly less consistent with those for the two other masts than for 
the BL-model. However, from Eq. (17) and Table 6 is seen that a 15% 
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6 [0/o] BL model 6 ( 0/o) 
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6 h, = h/3 6 h, = h/3 
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·-------.~ cx102 
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0.5 1.0 2.0 

-2 • -2 

Figure S: The variation with Charnock's constant, c, of the yearly mean 
values of G (see Eq. (15)) for the different masts based on both the full 
boundary layer model (BL) and the surface layer model (Eq. (9)), denoted 
SL. 

Table 6: Estimates of the sensitivity factors a and b in Eq. (17) for mast 2, 
3, and 4. 

Mast a b 
2 5.3 1.02 
3 7.6 . 1.5 

4 9.8 2.2 
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M2 • M3 o M4 • 
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2 2 
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h,lh 0.3 0.5 

-2 -2 

Figure 9: The variation of the yearly mean value of S (see Eq. (15)) versus 
the height ratio h1 / h (compare Fig. 7) for the different masts and based on 
both the full boundary layer model (BL) and the surface layer model (SL). 
c = 1.4 . 10-2• 

reduction of large-scale roughness, to which mast 4 is more sensitive that 
the two other masts, would reverse the picture. 

The figure also illustrates that the sensitivity of 8 to changes in Charnock's 
constant increases with distance to the shore line as predicted by Eq. (17) 
and Table 6. 

In Fig. 9 is illustrated the influence of 8 of using different values of hi/ h. 
The difference between the 8's at the three masts increases for h1 / h > 0.5. 
Equation (17) and Table 4 show that this effect cannot be repaired by 
changing Charnock's constant. Hence, we conclude that the kinked profile 
with hi/ h ~ 0.3 does indeed improve the performance of the models. This 
latter point is illustraed in Fig. 10 which corresponds to Fig. 9, but with 
Charnock's constant c = 3.0 x 10-2 • 
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Figure 10: The variation of the yearly mean value of J (see Eq. (15)) versus 
the height ratio hi/ h ( c.ompare Fig. 9) for the different masts and based on 
both the full boundary layer model (BL) and the surface layer model (SL). 
c = 3.0 .10-2 • 
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7 Conclusion and discussion 

We have studied the flow response to roughness changes when air flows 
inland from a coast. We have discussed both data and simple models and 
used comparisons between the two to evaluate parameter choices for the 
models as well as the sensitivity of model outputs to parameter choices. 

It was found that the uncertainty of the roughness and fetch values not 
directly measured, made any certain evaluation of model performances im
possible. With this uncertainty in mind, we conclude that comparison be
tween models and data indicates that both the simple surface layer model 
a:nd the extended form discussed here perform reasonably and equally well. 
This is true despite the essential incorrectness of both models for large 
fetches where they either do not approach a new equilibrium situation or 
approach it too slowly. With this in mind we tried to force the models 
to approach equilibrium at a distance of 10 km. However, the model thus 
forced, performed worse than the non-forced version. 

The comparison between models and data indicates that the upstream wa
ter roughness should be somewhat larger than indicated by open-ocean 
data. However, the optimum value found by us fits quite well data from 
measurements in the nearby German Bight by Geenaert et al. (1987), who 
argue for physical reasons as well that the water closer to the shore should 
be rougher than the open ocean. 

We have illustrated the seasonal variation of the surface roughness over 
land. From the measurements we conclude that the land has an overall 
higher roughness during summer than winter. For fields close to the mea
suring masts we are able to follow the seasonal variation of rouglmess. By 
means of photographs we were able to see how this roughness follows the 
growth cycle of the crop, and we found that in the growing season the pro
file rouglmess closely matches well-known formulas that related z0 to the 
height of vegetation (see e.g. Thom, 1971 and Brutsaert, 1975). To make 
estimates of the larger-scale roughness we were forced to fall back on the 
standard rule-of-thumb relations between types of terrain and rouglmess 
(see Table A5). This criterion yields no information on a seasonal variation 
of the roughness. However, by comparing the measured and modelled re
ductions of wind speed we found that the larger-scale rouglmess varies also 
with season, being smallest during winter. 
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A Roughness and fetch cenditions for the 
four masts 

The determination of the relevant fetches for .each m,;:i,st has been a' ky~Fld 
enterprise involving maps, inspection trips, photographs' and measured ve
lOcity'.proftles; 

As the sjtuation becq~es m,,ore ;:i,nd more ambigu<;>u~ as· W'e m:ove in1and,:we . 
sh~l start ~discussftJ.g mast i... Th~s. mas.t looks o;,er th,e wate~ of Ringf~bb;ig . 
FJord which is sep~at~d from t·he N~rth Se~ abotit lOkm, ·jo th~·west qy a 
narrow ( i'-J 400 tn) isthlllus (see Fig. 1 ). In the following we shall neglect this 
iS'thihlls'in general and eonsider t~e·1£jord and NdrthiSea to be one ttniform 
water sttr!ace with a; roughfiess z~w' given hy Eq. (1). . 

." ., '~ ;' . ,-- ' ' ,;, ' ·: ' - - f' {- ' ; .; j. - - j -: t ' ';· -- j ' ,' •• j 

IJetMfe~p t,lie/water a,ndplast lj~ c;t, narfOW belt of r11sh. wb.ich a£tel'. ;Itarye~tii;ig 
in late winter/ early spring grows until slightly l~s:;i th;an 2 m P:Yi th,.p end of 
the summer and remai11s so until next harvesting. The rou.ghnesi:i of this 
rush was. determined by the data in sector 9 which w~s the only sector with 
sufficient rush fetch. to allow the profile method to be used for determining 
the displacement length d and roughness zo. The roughness found was then 
taken as the proper value for·the other sectors· as well. The d and zo values 
found were in accordance with the generally accepted relations between 
height of vegetation, d and z0 for this kind of vegetation (see e.g. Thom, 
. 1971 ). The rush fetch was evaluated from maps and inspections to the site. 
The resulting. list of fetches and roughnesses are as shown in Table Al. 
It is seen .that the influence of the rush surface will not reach the 31-m 
level, which is the level used to infer the upstream over-water condition, 
except for perhaps sector 9. Therefore, this sector was dropped in the study 
involving the comparison between data and the different models. 

Mast 2 is placed on the east.ern side of a field bordering the rush roughly 
800 m to the west of the mast. For most sections, therefore, the roughness 
and fetch conditions for mast 2 are easy to determine: the field roughness 
is found by the profile method described above while the roughness of the 
rush was found in connection with mast 1. For mast 2 we are accordingly 
able t.o describe most rouglmess values of interest as a ft;tnction of season. 
Only for sectors 8 and 9 do we have to describe the roughness of mixed 
areas (fields, hedges, trees, a.l'l.d houses). For these sectors, therefore, we 
used only one rouglmess for the entire year for the large-scale fetches. 
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The rouglmess; and fetch description for mast 2 is presented in, Ta}:>le A2. 

Table A3 contains the roughness and fetch descriptions U$ed for W~$t 3. The 
near-field roughness is again determined from the profiles,· and the seasonal 
variation is seen to reflect much the same crop pattern as for mast 2. For 
the large-scale rouglmess areas we used the z0~values from Table A5 after 
ESDU (1972), (Jensen et al., 1984). 

', ' ,, ' 

In connection with this mast, it was found that sector 1 f0Ilow13d the south 
coast of the fjord in such a way that the sectors for these fetches are half 
watei: and ·~ud ~d ·rµsh fields· and lialfland (see al$o Fig. 3). As we w~re 
unal>Ie to glve a good roughiiess Q.escriptioh for this combination we have 
neglected this se~tor in the data cpmpilailon. . . 

Fin:~ly, we, show the fetch .and roughness conditions at mast 4 in Table ,\\.4. 
This table reffects the sanl'.e principles as thqse of T~pJes ALltI14 A2.~ For 
the near-field,rouglmess th;e seasonal.variati?n is different from the patterns 

. at the 'dther masts. This reflects di:fferenc~s in 'veget'ation. At .mast 4 the 
field was laid down to grass. 
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Table Al:· Roughness lengths and. fetches of the flow dire~tioris .considered 
for mast 1. Zdw is the upstream water roughness q@mputed from Eq. (1). 

Sector Direction zo1 %1 Zo2 Season 
[OJ ·[cm) [m) [cm) 

10.0 winter 
1 230 3.0 75 Zow spring 

7.0 summer 
10.0 fall 
10.0 winter 

2 240 am 75 Zow spring 
7.0 summer 

. 10.0 fall 
10.0 

. 
winter 

3 250 3.1); 75 Zow .spring 
7.0 summer 

10.0 fall 
. 10.0 winter 

4 260 3.0 75 Zow spring 
7~0 summer 

10.0 fall 
10.0 winter 

5 270 a.J) 100 Zow ••spring 
7.0 summer 

: 10.0 fall 
10.0 winter 

. 6 280 3'.0': 110 Zow spring 
7.0 summer 

: 10.0 fall 
10.0 .: .winter 

7 ·290 3'~0 110 zow spring 
7.0 summer 

10.0 fall 
10.0 winter 

8 300 r a:o 150 Zow .spring 
7.0 summer 

10.0 fall 
10.0 winter 

9 310 . 3.0 1150 Zow spring 
7.0 summer 

10.0 fall 
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Table A2: Roughness lengths and fetches of the flow directions considered 
for mast 2. Zow is the upstream water roughness computed from Eq. (1). 

Sector Direction zo1 X1 Zo2 x2 zoa Season 
[o] [cm] [m] [cm] [m] [cm] 

0.5 10.0 winter 
1 230 0.3 650 3.0 975 Zow spring 

5.0 7.0 summer 
l.9 10,0 fall 
0.5 10.0 winter 

2 240 0.4 575 3.0 750 zow spring 
5.0 7.0 summer 
2.2 10.0 fall 
0.5 10.0 winter 

3 250 1.0 600 3.0 750 Zow spring 
1.0 7.0 summer 
2.6 10.0 fall 
0.8 10.0 winter 

4 260 1.6 600 3.0 775 Zow spring 
5.0 7.0 summer 
2.5 10.0 fall 
0.9 10.0 winter 

5 270 1.5 825 3.0 1200 Zow spring 
5.0 7.0 summer 
2.3 10.0 fall 
0.9 10.0 winter 

6 280 1.3 1000 3.0 1425 Zow spring 
5.0 7.0 summer 
2.3 10.0 fall 
0.8 10.0 winter 

7 290 1.0 900 3.0 1525 Zow spring 
5.0 7.0 summer 
2.0 10.0 fall 
0.7 winter 

8 300 0.8 1125 10.0 . 2250 Zow spring 
5.0 summer 
1.8 fall 
0.5 winter 

9 310 0.6 1250 20.0 3100 Zow spring 
5.0 summer 
1.5 fall 
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Table A3: Roughness lengths and fetches of the flow directions considered 
for mast 3. Zow is the upstream water roughness computed from Eq. (1). 

Sector Direction Zo1 X1 Zo2 X2 Zo3 Season I (OJ [cm] [km] [cm] [km] [cm] 

0.4 winter 
1 230 0.5 5.75 zow spring 

3.8 summer 
1.4 fall 
0.5 winter 

2 240 0.2 5.3 Zow spring 
4.0 summer 
1.2 fall 
0.5 winter 

3 250 0.5 4.7 Zow spring 
1.8 summer 
1.0 fall 
0.6 winter 

4 260 0.9 2.5 10 4.3 Zow · spring 
3.2 summer 
2.0 fall 
0.4 winter 

5 270 e.1 2.63 20 4.4 Zow spring 
8.0 summer 
2.0 fall 
0.4 winter 

6 280 0.5 2.75 10 4.55 Zow spring 
6.0 summer 
1.7 fall 
0.2 winter 

7 290 0.3 OJ) 20 5.43 Zow Spting 
6.0 summer 
1.3 fall 
0.2 winter 

8 300 0.3 1.0 20 7.23 Zbw spring 
5.0 summer 
1.8 f&ll 
0.3 winter 

9 310 0.5 0.9 20 10.73 Zow spring 
4.4 summer 
0.6 fall 
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Table A4: Roughness lengths and fetches at mast 4. Zow is the upstream 
water roughness computed from Eq. (1). 

Sec- Dir. Zo1 X1 Zo2 X2 Zo3 X3 Zo4 X4 Zo5 X5 Zo6 
tor [o] [cm] [km] [cm] [km] [cm] [km] [cm] [km] [cm] [km] [cm] 

0.7 
1 230 0.5 0.6 20.0 9.3 2.0 13.5 20.0 56.25 zow 

0.9 
0.8 
0.4 

2 2 40 0.5 0.9 30.0 9.5 2.0 14.0 30.0 48.0 Zow 
0.8 
1.2 
0.3 

3 250 0.4 1.0 20.0 22.3 10.0 31.5 0.001 37.2 20.0 48.0 Zow 
1.0 
1.6 
0.3 

4 260 0.2 1.0 30.0 23.2 10.0 28.0 Zow 
0.6 
1.0 
0.9 

5 270 0.3 0.8 30.0 26.0 10.0 30.7 Zow 
2.6 
1.6 
0.9 

6 280 0.7 0.6 30.0 28.0 10.0 32.0 Zow 
1.8 
1.7 
0.9 

7 290 0.9 0.5 30.0 37.5 10.0 46.2 Zow 
2.1 
1.3 
1.0 

8 300 1.2 0.5 30.0 40.0 5.0 48.4 Zow 
1.6 
1.3 
1.1 

9 310 1.0 0.5 30.0 56.25 Zow 
1.6 
1.5 

Season 

winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
winter 
sprmg 
summer 
fall 
winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
winter 
spring 
summer 
fall 
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Table A5: 

l Centers of cities with very tall buildings 

} Centers of large towns, cities 

Centers of small towns 

Outskirts of towns 

} Many trees, hedges, few buildings 

Many hedges 

Few trees, su111111er time 
Farmland 

V cry billy or mountainous areas 

Forests 

Fairly level wooded country 

Long grass ( .. 60 cm), crops 

Isolated trees 
Uncut grass 

Few trees, winter time 

Cut grass ( • 3 cm) 

AirportS (runway area) l , . .., ""' ... ,, .. 
Natural snow surface (farmland) 

Oft'·sea wind in coastal areas 

Desert (Rat) 

Large expanses of water 

Calm open sea Snow-covered Hat or rolling ground 

kc, mud Hats 
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